
Procurement of Consultants Discussion Meeting – Western Cape Region 
 
Draft Minutes 

 
Venue: Mott MacDonald PDNA, 5 St Georges Mall 
Time : 1100 
Date : 22 01 15 
 
Present  
 
Paul Vink (PV)-CoCT - Paul.Vink@capetown.gov.za 
Peter Silbernagl  (PS) Provincial Government - Peter.Silbernagl@westerncape.gov.za 
François Botha (FB)- Cesa - bsct@boschstemele.co.za 
Harold Tiganis-(HT)  Cesa - tiganish@jg.co.za 
Doug Smetherham (DS)- Saice  - Doug. Smetherham@mottmac.com 
Ian MacHutchon (IM) - Saiee - ianmach@absamail.co.za 

 
Apologies 
 
Sven  Pietrangeli (SP) SaiMeche - pietrangelis@cput.ac.za 
Johan Verwey (JV) Safcec johanv@asla.co.za 

Andrew Clothier (AC) SAICE ClothierA@jgi.co.za 

 

 Opening. The meeting opened  with DS  giving some background to the Western Cape meetings held 
between SAICE, CESA and then other bodies including SAIMECHE, SAFCEC and SAIEE. These 
meetings were held to get affected parties together to assess opinions of industry bodies on the issue 
and resolve what can be done at a local level to assist the situation. At the last meeting it was proposed 
to meet with members of local government bodies to get their input and better understand the 
constraints they were working with. 

 It was relayed that parties to previous meetings were all in agreement that the current price driven 
appointment of Consultants is harmful to the industry and not providing value for money. 

 It was noted that transformation of the industry is being hampered as the Profession is increasingly 
being seen as unattractive. Young Professionals Forum members are reporting growing despair within 
their ranks. 

 Client bodies indicated they are constrained by legislation and are bound by their Procurement 
Departments who have to interpret the legislation. Unless they comply fully with legislation, legal 
challenges can prevent projects going ahead.  

 Discussion was had around a recent Treasury Instruction 01 of 2013/2014 on Cost Saving Measures 
(Clause 4) which states that Consultants only be remunerated at rates prescribed by their regulating 
bodies. Some at the meeting felt that this instruction is contrary to present practice by many client 
bodies. Others felt the wording of these clauses is broad and can be interpreted in many ways. 

 It was noted that different client bodies are not interpreting legislation uniformly which can be confusing 
for the wider industry. 

 It was noted that various legislation appears to be contradictory which makes compliance difficult. 

 Local Governments also must now deal with Local Content requirements as well and compliance with 
instructions is an ongoing effort. 

 It was suggested that Public entity CFO’s get together to discuss and comment on these issues. 

 This does happen in various forums. 

 Alternative methods of procurement were discussed, including a roster based system as well as using 
CESA developed   procurement guidelines. 

 Discussion was had over what parties were best suited to take this issue forward to resolve. 

 National bodies such as CESA and ECSA are dealing with the issue to some extent but it was felt that 
not much headway has been made to date. 

 The strategy from previous meetings was to feed outcomes and proposals from our local efforts into 
their National Bodies efforts. 

 PS suggested that the Voluntary Organisations such as SAICE, SAIEE, SAIMECHE, IMESA ETC were 
the ones who should take up the issue and form proposals to be taken up at National Levels. 

 The meeting  felt  that the CESA document should be investigated as a uniform procurement strategy.to 
be proposed. 

 All parties indicated their availability to further address the issue if required. 

 Possible people to seek advice from include (names omitted in public version of minutes) 

 An option to bring uniformity in the industry is to request a Declaratory order from the Constitutional 
Court to give clarity on the interpretation of legislation.  
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Minuted by : Douglas Smetherham 
 

CESA PROCUREMENT GUIDELINES -http://www.cesa.co.za/sites/default/files/PCES_FullDoc.pdf 

TREASURY INSTRUCTION 01 OF 2013/2014 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/TreasuryInstruction/Treasury%20Instruction%2001

%20of%202013%202014%20Cost%20Containment%20Measures.pdf 

http://www.cesa.co.za/sites/default/files/PCES_FullDoc.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/TreasuryInstruction/Treasury%20Instruction%2001%20of%202013%202014%20Cost%20Containment%20Measures.pdf
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